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For decades, the platinum group metals
have outshone all other elements in their
unparalleled range of applications. That
range continues to expand, burgeoning
within the ‘traditional’ sectors of
autocatalyst and jewellery, and to service
new demand stimulated by a vast array
of newer industrial and scientific uses – 
from pacemakers to mobile phones and 
flat-screen TVs to fuel cells

DEMAND FOR PLATINUM
IN AUTOCATALYSTS
increased in 2005 to a
record high. Once again,
much of the growth was
generated in Europe,
where diesels continued 
to increase their share of
passenger vehicle sales.
At the same time, the
advent of Euro IV emissions
limits plus the introduction
of catalysed soot filters
(CSFs) led to an overall
rise in platinum loadings.
Platinum demand in China
and the rest of the world
region rose on the back 
of higher vehicle output –
Johnson Matthey

Cut-away section of petrol
engine autocatalyst
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*These are documented in the

comprehensive report released by

Johnson Matthey entitled

Platinum 2006, one of a regular

series of six-monthly

publications the company

produces on the PGM industry

VEN ALLOWING FOR SIGNIFICANT

POETIC LICENCE, it is unlikely that Thomas Gray

would have predicted that the US dollar price of

an ounce of platinum would rise to the point

where it was double that of gold. But for many

investors in the current strong and extended

commodity cycle, it is undoubtedly platinum that

“glisters”, hence the significant speculative

positions that have been taken in the two major

futures markets (Nymex and TOCOM) betting on

further price rises both in platinum itself, and its

sister metal palladium*. 

So what is it that is driving this positive view

of the platinum group metals (known as the PGMs

and found in their natural form in a cocktail

comprising the three major metals of platinum,

palladium and rhodium mixed in with minor PGMs

such as iridium, ruthenium and osmium, as well

as base metals and gold)? It is worth looking

briefly at the drivers of the overall resources

industry (some of which apply to the PGM sector)

before focusing on those factors unique to the

two major sub-sectors of the PGMs, i.e. platinum

and palladium. Indeed, the analytical framework

for assessing the price drivers of the PGM sector

is in many ways closer to the work done on

supply/demand/inventory trends for industrial

metals than it is to the precious metals, gold

and silver. 

Broader mining industry trends and 
value drivers
The current upturn in commodity prices has been

the most sustained since the Second World War,

and has been underpinned by unusual features

both on the demand and supply sides of the

metal equation.

On the demand side, the growth of China as

a consumer of metals drove the early stage of

the upward price cycle, and the increased

presence of financial players in the metal

markets has combined with strong global GDP

growth to sustain it.

On the supply side, this upward cycle has

been characterised by both unexpected supply-side

disruptions at a time of very low inventory levels,

and a restrained response from metal producers

even as commodity prices (in most instances)

have risen above their historical averages. The

latter feature reflects a combination of:

o the increased capital discipline that reigns at

most large mining groups after decades of

boom-and-bust cycles; with

o a delayed move to upgrading internal long-

term metal price forecasts required to justify

new supply-side expansions.

A number of external commentators argue that

there are good reasons to assume long-term price

assumptions should be increased, based on:

o structural cost increases such as energy,

environmental and social inputs (in contrast to

cyclical cost increases driven by shortages of

personnel and facilities across the global

mining industry);

o declining grades of major new deposits;

o total costs of entering ‘new frontier’ regions

for developing new resources (including the

longer lead times and logistical challenges);

and, 

o currency-related cost issues, assuming a

structurally weak US dollar.

Not all that tempts your wand’ring eyes
And heedless hearts, is lawful prize;
Nor all that glisters, gold.
Thomas Gray 1716-1771
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IN 2005, the increased
penetration of palladium
jewellery throughout
China, plus the
introduction of Pd990
products, led to a
strong rise in purchases
of palladium metal by
Chinese jewellery
manufacturers –
Johnson Matthey



Specific PGM trends and value drivers
While many of these global mining trends do apply

in some form or another to the PGM industry, the

latter has two distinguishing features: the secular

growth trends in PGMs in autocatalysts based

primarily on tightening legislation and, to a lesser

extent, the potential for further penetration into

the Chinese jewellery market, the world’s number

one since it overtook Japan in 2000. Both of

these make the basket of metals somewhat less

susceptible to overall GDP growth variations. 

Figure 1 shows the near-term drivers and price

predictions for the two most important PGM

markets as reported by Johnson Matthey (JM) in their

publication Platinum 2006. The most noteworthy

development that differs from previous JM reports

is the widening of their predicted price band, with

the lower levels likely to be reached if the financial

buyers begin to liquidate inventory positions. This

is an acknowledgement of the extent to which the

‘traditional’ demand/supply equation has been

impacted at the margin by fund flows directly into

commodities from the financial markets. (These

flows come not only from short-term hedge fund

players and retail investors, but also from a fixed

percentage of pension fund assets which are

being allocated on a long-term basis to so-called

‘alternative investments’, including commodities,

property and private equity.) 

In the relatively smaller (total) palladium market,

this influence can become even more marked:

i.e. at spot prices and based on ounces sold in

2005, the platinum market is worth $8.4 billion

compared with palladium’s $2.3 billion. 

The JM report (along with other PGM

commentators) provides, of course, a snapshot

at a point in time. Shorter-term trends can be

considerably affected by both metal inventory

swings and fund flows into metal for investment

reasons. But the metal markets are anything but

static, and the longer-term outlook for the PGMs

will be influenced by a number of very significant

variables which are discussed below. 

The platinum market has been seen

historically as a metal that had a ‘balanced’

source of demand from an industrial base –

i.e. autocatalysts (considered relatively price-

inelastic) on the one hand, and jewellery demand

(more price-elastic) on the other. When measured

by ounces sold, this has recently shifted more

towards a demand picture that is dominated by

autocatalyst demand (45% in 2005), while the
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Figure 1

Short-term outlook for PGMs

Platinum (Pt)

Palladium (Pd)

Key drivers – Demand 2006

Demand growth expected to be higher than
2005. Driven primarily by strong demand
from autocatalyst sector (US – heavy-duty
diesel sector; Europe – diesel growth and
higher loadings; Asia (ex-Japan) –
tightening legislation). Jewellery sector
more uncertain after weak volumes in
2005 in China (down 13% to 0.88 Moz and
7% in $ terms excluding recycle spend).

After strong rises over the past three
years, total demand expected to flatten
primarily owing to thrifting. North America
and Asia expected to be up as gasoline
vehicles see impact of switching from Pt to
Pd, offsetting Europe as percentage of
diesel sales grows.

Key drivers – Supply 2006

Supply forecast to rise from several
operations and the first metal due from
Two Rivers and Everest projects. Anglo
Platinum to benefit from metal in process
pipeline. However, in Zimbabwe, slower
growth now expected than previously
forecast owing to mining charter
uncertainty. 

Supplies expected to be flat or slightly
lower as Stillwater has completed sales of
Russian metal and SA producers need to
meet growth targets to see significant
increase from that region. But key short-
term determinant of price is investment
element (and est. Russian net long
position equivalent to several Moz).

Price band 2006

$1,025/oz to $1,250/oz
(lower end if financial
investors liquidate)

$260/oz to $420/oz (lower
end if increasingly active
financial investors liquidate).

Source: Johnson Matthey



versatility of PGMs continues to be underlined by

a further 25% coming from a widening spectrum

of other industrial applications (primarily hard

disks in the electrical sector and the high-growth

LCD/flat screen TV sectors of glass manufacturing).

At current prices, jewellery demand (primarily

from Asia) is down to 30% of total offtake in

the wake of the price rises seen during the

current commodity cycle. 

The jewellery equation is, however, a complex

cocktail to interpret, as short-term trends in the

dominant Chinese market are affected both by

the levels of metal offtake by the manufacturing

sector (where margins are eroded in periods of

price volatility) and by the levels of offtake at

the level of the final consumer. In addition, a

different picture emerges when the Chinese

jewellery market is measured in dollars sold –

while volumes sold were down 13% to 875,000

ounces, the dollar value was down by a smaller

7%, or lower if purchases of recycled jewellery

metal are considered. 
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF
NEW FURNACES in Asia
for the manufacture of
high-purity LCD glass
generated substantial
additional demand for
platinum in 2005
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representing 30% of total demand (and this

percentage is growing, thus nipping away at the

market share of the other two sectors). While

these statistics do reflect a significant element of

stocking up by the trade, and will need to be

sustained for a further period to be regarded as a

medium-term trend, they do suggest that palladium

can compete with white gold as a more pure

alternative to the still-preferred platinum pieces.

Medium-term variables – platinum demand
The overarching background to demand in all

commodity markets will remain the global

economic outlook, with particular attention paid to

the Chinese juggernaut that has been so influential

in the current upturn. And equity markets over the

past two months have started to fret that nascent

signs of inflation will cause central banks to

ratchet up the interest-rate tightening cycle and

consequently cause growth to slow. It will indeed

be a fine balancing act that is required by the

monetary authorities.

But within that broad context, a number of

secular trends continue to drive the underlying

growth for platinum. 

The first is clean air legislation that requires

increasingly stringent controls on vehicle emissions.

(Ironically, this demand driver has given the shares

of PGM producers a ‘green cachet’ which sees

them included in a number of so-called ‘ethical

funds’ – an almost unheard-of precedent for a

mining company!) California and Europe have

taken the lead in this field, with other geographic

regions progressively adopting various permutations

of the rules. This has sustained demand for 

the basket of the three major PGMs: platinum,

palladium and rhodium.**

Some market commentators have expressed

surprise that the gap between the platinum and

palladium prices has not encouraged more

switching between the two metals by industrial

users. But the switch decision is very often not

simply a financial one – first, each of the three

major PGMs has slightly different qualities in its

final application in the autocatalysts; secondly, it

takes significant time and money (in the case of
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Finally, the average 2005 prices reported in

JM’s latest report mask the sharp rise that was

seen in prices in the second half of 2005 – and

as Figure 2 shows, the current spot prices have

moved even further ahead again. 

Figure 2

Platinum and palladium prices
Average Average Spot
price price price
2004 2005 (13/7/06)
($/oz) ($/0z) ($/oz)

Platinum 846 897 1,251

Palladium 230 201 328

In the case of palladium, too, there has been a

significant diversification in its applications in recent

years. In an interesting and potentially beneficial

development, palladium has moved from being

almost entirely dependent on the automotive

industry and now has a more balanced demand
profile. In 2005, the autocatalyst sector accounted

for ‘only’ 45% of offtake, set against a further

25% from other industrial applications, with

electronic uses alone absorbing 965,000 ounces.

Perhaps most noteworthy was the 54% surge in

purchases of the metal in jewellery to 1.43 million

ounces last year, with the jewellery market



the

proprietary mix of PGMs in certified autocatalyst

designs) to alter designs and, finally, the 

legacy of some US automotive manufacturers

having to acquire palladium at over $1,000/oz 

in 2000/2001 is still with them, evident 

in a reluctance to be too dependent on that 

metal again.

Within the overall equation of autocatalyst

demand for the basket of PGMs, the switch to

diesel vehicles in Europe (platinum-intensive) has

been a significant growth fillip over the past five

years. Key trends that are forecast to underpin

new growth within the autocatalyst market 

(to offset thrifting – using less metal typically 

in thinner coatings to achieve the same catalytic

effect – and recycling) are:

o A rise in average loading per vehicle in Europe

in terms of Euro IV legislation.

o The legislation requiring autocatalysts to be

applied to heavy-duty diesel vehicles. 

o A possible shift in medium-term demand

patterns in the large North American market –

from gasoline to diesel vehicles – as that market

become more sensitive to higher energy costs. 

o A progressive rolling out of tightening

legislation in emerging regions such as China

and India. 

The second key variable in the platinum demand

equation is jewellery offtake. As recently as 1993,

China’s annual consumption of platinum jewellery
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IN THE MEDICAL WORLD,
demand for platinum-
based anti-cancer drugs
is growing, while cardiac
problems are treated
using medical devices
such as this pacemaker
(far right) which
contains platinum
electrodes that are used
in the treatment of
irregular heartbeat. 
(Right) Platinum and
palladium have a long
history of use in dentistry
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** This explains in part the

reason for the spike in the

rhodium price, not covered in any

depth in this article – rhodium

has particular strengths in

treating NOx (oxides of nitrogen)

emissions, but as it is produced

as a by-product of platinum and

palladium, supplies cannot be

smoothly adjusted to changes in

market conditions 



was a mere 15,000 ounces, about 1% of world

demand. Following a decade of spectacular growth,

spearheaded by successful promotion campaigns

into successive Chinese cities by the industry

body, Platinum Guild International or PGI, China

had become the world’s biggest platinum jewellery

consumer, and an almost entirely new market had

been created. The recent sharp rise in the platinum

price, however, has reversed this trend. In 2005,

jewellery demand eased back to just under 2 million

ounces for the first time since 1996 (offtake from

the ‘big three’ of China, Japan and North America

slipped 13%, 9% and 5%, respectively), while

continued strengthening is likely to see additional

stock reductions and recycling in the jewellery

trade. Sister metal palladium, along with white gold

is making inroads, as jewellery retailers struggle 

to retain their margins in periods of severe price

volatility. PGI faces a challenge to turn this trend

around in the all-important Asian markets (which

accounted for 70% of demand in 2005), though

‘next wave’ Asian markets such as Taiwan, India

and South Korea continue to show promise. 

Finally, demand growth from industrial

applications for PGMs looks set to continue. The

dominant consumers are producers of hard disks

for the electronics industry and the glass

industry (particularly for flat-screen TV glass).

Steady progress is also being made in the further

development of fuel cells for portable

applications – thus keeping alive the hopes of

true platinum bulls, who point to the longer-term

growth potential of fuel cells in wider

applications! Most prudent investors, however,

prefer the more mundane trends documented

above, which suggest steady overall demand

growth for the metal over the medium term. 

As nearly 80% of the world’s current platinum

supplies in 2005 were sourced from South Africa,

the medium-term drivers of the price of the metal

will be disproportionately influenced by key

aspects relating to that country’s PGM industry.

The major consideration is the ability of producers

to expand supplies into what is expected to be

steadily growing medium-term demand for the

metal, and several factors will impact this, viz.:

o Grade The industry is having to move away

from the platinum-rich Merensky reefs of the

Western limb of the Bushveld to the UG2 reef

on the Western limb and to the Eastern limb

for its future expansion. The latter has a higher

concentration of the UG2 reef (on average,

lower overall grades; a higher proportion of

palladium to platinum in the mined mix; higher

chrome content, which is more difficult and

more expensive to treat in the vitally important

downstream aspect of PGM treatment; and

higher infrastructure costs for new projects).

As with many other mining industry sub-sectors,

significant portions of capital expenditure

programmes are aimed at merely replacing

declining production. 

o Expected rates of return on investment
The PGM industry has seen unit costs of

production rising inexorably over the past

10 years, influenced by a combination of the

closing of the wage gap between skilled and

semi-skilled workers; by labour negotiations

that have consistently settled at higher than

inflation (in South African rand terms); and

by the low initial volumes of large-scale

expansions of capacity. Periodically, it has

also seen dollar-based costs pushed up by

the currency moves of the rand vs the dollar.

Over the past three years, these structural
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Total in 2005: 6.63 million oz

Palladium supply by region

South Africa 78%

Russia 13%

North America 5%

Other 4%

Johnson Matthey

Platinum supply by region



cost increases have been joined by cyclical

cost pressures in evidence across the entire

global resources industry (e.g. higher input

costs of energy, steel and contracting services).

Notwithstanding that, propelled by China which

is now absorbing in the region of 1 million

ounces of platinum for its jewellery industry

alone, many analysts believe that commodities

prices have now reached a higher plateau for

the foreseeable future. In order to justify

large-scale new investments at a higher cost

base, companies will need to increase their

long-term price assumptions if they are to

project adequate returns on investment. While

a number of sell-side analysts in the sector

are now using long-term price forecasts of

around $800-$900/oz for platinum, based in

part on the cost pressures cited above, it is

not yet clear that all the major companies

have moved to that view (with some still

working on $600/oz). The inevitable result,

noticeable in a number of other commodity

markets as well, is that the supply-side

response to an upswing in demand and price is

delayed, holding within it the seed for even

further extensions to that price cycle. 

o Zimbabwe The industry’s expansion plans

outlined over the past three years have included

a significant new flow of relatively low-cost

production ounces from the Great Dyke reef in
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PLATINUM IS USED both
in the casting of turbine
blades and in coatings
required to increase 
their life in the high-
temperature operating
conditions of today’s
gas turbine engines,
while (right) palladium
offtake for electronics
applications, particularly
from the plating sector,
is approaching 1 million
ounces annually
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Zimbabwe over the medium term (particularly

for Impala Platinum through its investment in

Zimplats, without which it would have to

make some major decisions on going deeper

underground for its future expansion in South

Africa). Within the last six months, however,

uncertainty surrounding the final nature of a

mooted mining charter in Zimbabwe (that could

potentially require even higher levels of local

ownership than in South Africa) has unsettled

investors and appears to have slowed the

levels of investment in future expansions. 

o Power availability in South Africa During

2006, the first signs of power shortages/outages

that affected industry started to raise concerns

about future capacity and reliability in this

sphere. Some commentators suggest that the

mismatch between government GDP growth

forecasts and Eskom’s internal expansion plans

is laying the foundation for a more serious

power shortage in the future, exacerbated by

the extended lead times currently applying to

new power plant. While this is not currently an

issue for PGM companies, it is one of the

variables that could prove to be a challenge

over the medium term. 

o Junior miners stepping up to the plate The

current commodity cycle has been characterised

by a boom in the listing of junior exploration

and mining companies across the globe, e.g.

London’s Alternative Investment Market (AIM)

has seen the number of mining juniors rise

from 12 in 1998 (with a total market

capitalisation of £105 million) to over a

hundred, with a market capitalisation of more

than £8 billion in 2006. This includes 10 juniors

that list PGMs as part of their exploration or

development portfolio, while others are listed

in Canada/Australia, or are as yet unlisted.

They join a number of emerging/intermediate

PGM players in South Africa who are already

producing metal from assets acquired from 

the majors (i.e. Aquarius Platinum/Northam/

ARM Platinum/Barplats).

However, the skills needed to discover and

assess prospective deposits are very different

from those required to take a deposit through

successful mine development, to production and

downstream processing of the metal. It is the

latter aspect that is particularly challenging for

PGM juniors – given that PGMs occur in nature in

a cocktail of at least six platinum group elements,

plus up to three base metals and gold, the

metallurgical challenges are generally significantly

greater than, for example, in gold or diamonds.

To date, the assumption has been that the

juniors would rely on toll-smelting agreements

with majors to treat their product, as has

happened with Aquarius Platinum (a success story

at the intermediate-company level to complement

the ‘big three’ of Anglo Platinum, Impala Platinum

and Lonmin). But concentrate grade is critical in

being able to transport material any significant

distances to be treated (currently justified in the

case of the Mimosa material trucked several

hundred kilometres from Zimbabwe to Rustenburg

in South Africa). 

Many of the emerging juniors are exploring or

operating in the Platreef area of the Bushveld,

where grades are typically lower than those

currently being mined by the core operations of

the majors. Mining these lower-grade deposits 

will present its own challenges. Thereafter, the

juniors will face the issue of whether the current

integrated producers have the capacity to smelt
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lower-grade materials that will dilute recoveries.

While some refinery capacity has become

available in the short term as the majors have

failed to meet their targeted outputs of

concentrate, an investment in significant new

capacity would be an expensive outlay, while the

projected economics could be diluted by sustained

treatment of low-grade materials. 

Palladium – medium-term outlook
The palladium price has continued to suffer from

three separate factors that created a market

surplus, viz.:

o The after-effects of its sharp price spike over

$1,000/oz in 2000/2001, which caused major

automotive producers to switch, where

possible, out of the metal into platinum.

o Thrifting by automakers. 

o The flow of inventory into the market on top

of newly produced metal (consistently from

the ‘unquantified’ Russian stockpiles and,

more recently, from North American producer

Stillwater selling metal stocks acquired from

dominant producer Norilsk – in 2005, the size

of these sales was nearly 10% of the total

market of 4.62 million ounces).

But a number of commentators are now

pointing to the fact that the underlying market

(i.e. metal produced vs metal consumed) was in

fact in deficit in 2005. Medium-term trends in this

metal are thus more difficult to assess (somewhat

akin to that of gold, where the central bank

element of the supply equation was for so long

Banquo’s ghost at the table). 

There are three potentially positive drivers in

the equation. The first is the gradual sign of

increased switching, where possible, between

platinum and palladium in autocatalyst

applications to take advantage of the now

dramatic price differential. The second is the

growth in jewellery demand (also driven by the

price gap – though this could possibly be choked

off if palladium itself sees any dramatic price rise,

unless its competition with white gold becomes

entrenched). Finally, on the supply side, the

Stillwater inventory has been sold into the market,

and recent announcements from Norilsk point to

no more than flat palladium production over the

medium term under their revised growth plans. 

The jokers in the pack (so to speak) remain

the Russian government stockpiles, still wreathed

in secrecy. Received wisdom points to another

four years’ supply of around 1 million ounces per

annum into the market, which would sustain a

sizeable net surplus in the market despite a

mine-supply deficit. In addition, the South African

producers are forecast to move more heavily into

UG2 production (with its higher palladium to

platinum ratio), thus increasing the supplies from

the southern hemisphere (in 2005, only 30% of

total supply). The palladium market (akin in this

instance to the platinum market), therefore, will

be highly influenced by the ability of the South

African producers to meet their growth targets,

an area where we have seen overall shortfalls in

the most recent past as a strengthening rand

severely impacted the economics and timing of

expansion projects! 

Conclusion 
Some investors, influenced by sharp commodity

price rises and related equity responses, are

pointing to disturbing signs of a bubble developing

similar to that of the previous dot.com boom.

There is no doubt that the longer this cyclical

upturn continues, the more speculative froth it

attracts at the margin (as JM has underlined,

investment flows could result in significantly

increased price volatility in the near term). But the

simplistic ‘bubble’ view ignores the fundamental

trends underpinning the powerful PGM story, i.e.

strong – and expanding – secular demand drivers

combined with the more challenging South African

PGM supply factors. There is thus good reason to

believe that both supplies and demand for the

principal PGM metal, platinum, are likely to grow

more strongly in 2006 than last year, with the

market remaining in moderate deficit, while the

basket of PGMs should remain underpinned by a

positive equation at levels that can sustain highly

attractive cash flows from the industry. 
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